Cyclosporin C2hour monitoring after renal transplantation.
Therapeutic drug monitoring of cyclosporin A (CsA) is essential because of its variable pharmacokinetics in individual patients and its narrow therapeutic window. In the past, standard trough level (C0) monitoring has been used, and although this method is currently the routine strategy, it has been shown that a single blood concentration measurement 2 hours after CsA administration (C2hour) is a significantly more accurate predictor of drug exposure and clinical events than trough concentrations. The CsA absorption profiling, in particular the measurement of C2hour, is a much more sensitive approach to assessing the pharmacokinetics and predicting the clinical effect in the individual patient. However, there are limited prospective data available examining the risks and benefits of C2hour monitoring in renal transplant recipients. Most studies focus on the early post-transplant phase, but there is little experience with C2hour monitoring in maintenance patients. Our experience in 127 stable long-term renal allograft recipients suggests that the therapeutic window for C2hour levels in patients during maintenance is lower than previously anticipated. Repeat determinations of both C0 and C2hour levels in 46 patients to determine precision of C2hour monitoring showed a high intrapatient variability. We observed only a slightly better coefficient of variation for C2hour than for C0 in repeat determinations. This suggests that drug monitoring using C2hour levels in transplant patients may provide a more accurate and reliable measure of drug exposure in the individual patient. However, CsA absorption showed only a weak correlation with dose during repeated measurements, suggesting high variability in absorption in these stable patients. We conclude that an adequate C2hour level soon after transplantation is associated with a reduced risk of acute rejection in adult renal transplant recipients. It is important to identify slow and poor absorbers in the initial phase after transplantation in order to avoid inappropriate increases in CsA dose. In maintenance patients, C2hour values between 500 and 600 ng/ml are effective and safe for providing effective rejection prophylaxis. Although mean C2hour levels do not seem to identify patients at risk of rejection, they may help to identify excessive immunosuppression and to improve long-term survival by reducing CsA toxicity.